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No matter how many he tries to read, Henly just isn’t interested in books. Some are too big, others are too boring, and they are just not related to what he wants to be doing or who he is. Then one day, he gets the hardest assignment: to present his favorite book to the class. Henly tries asking for help, but there is still nothing interesting in the library or the bookstore. Finally, his mom’s advice gives him a wonderful idea, and with a little thinking outside the box, Henly creates his favorite book in the whole wide world.

This story inspires an exploration of literature through both reading and writing. Readers will be swept up in the relatable story, cheering Henly on as he works hard to fulfill his assignment and gets a gold star at the end for his solution. The text is filled with humor and delightful figurative language that brings the characters and plot to life. The illustrations are done with rich saturated colors and crisp lines that set off the text and enrich the story perfectly. This is a delightful book to share with anyone who loves reading or who has not yet found their own perfect book.